BH7 HASH TRASH
RUNS 1006 – 1013 INC. – SEPTEMBER TO NOVEMBER 1997
As the memory of the 1000th run (s) and the summer of 1997 fades, “one of our best” in
the worthy opinion of Mr. Gulan Batrobinson, the long winter nights are already
descending. Time is nigh to dust down the hashlights and prepare the mud boots for the
shaggy season, but not before a couple of warnings. Nobody reads them anyway but at
least we can go for the old “.. the management cannot accept any responsibility etc...“
angle if pressed, and I feel better too!











Keep the runs short, at least at the start of winter until eyes have adapted.
Allow 20 minutes per mile pre-Christmas before going back to the more normal 15
minutes i.e. 4 to 5 is quite enough, Hugh.
Town runs are excellent at this time but keep false trails short and checks frequent.
The idea is to keep the pack together as much as possible whilst giving everyone the
run they want.
The hare(s) should try to set a run which gets everyone back within 5 minutes of each
other and preferably with a 9 o’clock watershed.
If your name is Ivan Lyons – Hashing is not a race!
Bring a torch! Obvious really but an important safety point. Two if possible so that
I don’t have to remember.
As it gets colder wear your longer sleeved hash gear. Only hash t-shirts should be
allowed so if you’re stuck wear something else underneath the lighter stuff.
Lock your car. Far be it for me to take the piss out of the silly sods but Wiggy and
John found this out to their cost last week.
As always car share if possible and try a dry week one in four!

Mountaineering
In Hanover
Roy Bond takes us on a tour of pubs in the
Hanover area of Brighton.

POSSESSING THE ABILITY OF BEING ABLE TO SEE INTO
THE FUTURE HAD ITS DOWN SIDE. MARCEL FOUND
HANGOVERS ALL THE MORE HELLISH WEIGHED DOWN
AS HE WAS BY THE KNOWLEDGE THAT ASPIRIN
WOULDN’T BE INVENTED FOR ANOTHER FIFTEEN YEARS!

On the right is an article from Weald and
Downland Drinker detailing a pub crawl in the
Hannover area of Brighton. If anyone’s up for
this the pubs are almost all excellent with loads
of decent beers; transport is dead easy; and
there’s masses of food establishments in the
area too. There was some talk of maybe doing
something like this earlier in the year for the
1000th but the moment has gone, but the idea
lingers. Let me know if you’re interested and
we’ll try and sort out a Saturday(?) perhaps
close to Christmas for an inaugural attempt. A
fuller map of the area is included within these
pages wot I’ve breached the copyright on!

Please excuse the somewhat misleading title
to this article. I promise not to mention or
refer to oxygen masks, compasses, frostbite,
or llama spotting in high places!
This is just a basic pub crawl in Hanover.
Which just happens to involve walking up a
fairly steep hill.
For the uninitiated in imbibing in this part
of Brighton, Hanover is situated between,
roughly, Queens Park Road, Lewes Road,
Albion Hill and Elm Grove, a heavily
urbanised part of Brighton with a plethora of
pubs, most of which are worth a visit.
For reasons of time, space and
existentialism (You’re mad – ed,), I’ve kept
the number of pubs down to seven.
The starting point can either be the Sir
Charles Napier or the Albion, depending
upon your preference for walking uphill
either drunk or sober. Personally when
walking up a Dutch hill I’d rather be
completely blotto, so for that reason I’ve
started the crawl from the Sir Charles
Napier in Southover Street.
This is a pretty good place to start, with
Gales beers, a good ambience and a nice
garden.
From the Napier, take a short stroll down
the hill to the Dover Castle for a decent pint
of Shepherd Neame (in a lined glass!), with
perhaps a game of pool or bar billiards
thrown in for good measure.
Our next port of call is further down the
hill, a pub called the Geese – this pub has a
somewhat younger clientele, and is

therefore a bit noisier! Grab yourself a pint of
Theakstons whilst you contemplate the joys of
being a boring old fart.
Across the road is the Greys, a much
smaller, more intimate pub which sometimes
has live music of the folk/blues variety. It is
the only pub in Brighton listed by Egon
Ronay. For the literary-minded amongst you,
Brendan Behan sometimes quaffs here.
When leaving the Greys, turn back up
Southover Street, turn right into Jersey Street,
and carry on until you stumble upon the
Albion. Despite not being in the 1996 Good
Beer Guide, the Albion is still an excellent
pub, a well-run locals’ boozer selling
Whitbread beers plus at least one guest ale. It
has recently been refurbished and, thankfully,
tastefully so! The Albion has consistently
sold good ale for many a year and deserves
support.
The final stage of our crawl involves
climbing the second steepest hill in Brighton.
Turn left up Albion Hill and after a short pant
and gasp you’ll reach the Montreal Arms,
another locals’ local. It sells Whitbread “guest
beers” in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere
(unless it’s ladies’ darts night - such
language!).
The last pub we shall visit is the Walmer
Castle situated at the top end of Albion Hill
(ie the flat bit). The Walmer is not a quiet
local, in fact quite the opposite.
It’s noisy, smoky, gloomy and strange
objects hang from the ceiling, and strange
people stand in the corner to shout out poetry
or, worse, sing Dylanesque/Cooper Clarke
dirges. Which is probably why I quite like the
place. Oh, and it sells a full range of King and
Barnes beers.
Well, that’s it folks, you’ve had enough!
Call your taxi; I hope you enjoyed the crawl
and remember: SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL!

CHOCOLATE IS BETTER THAN SEX
1 You can get chocolate.
2 Chocolate satisfies even when it has gone soft.
3 You can have chocolate while you are driving.
4 You can make chocolate last as long as you want.
5 You can even have chocolate the chocolate won't
mind.
6 Two people of the same gender can have chocolate
without being called names.
7 The word "commitment" doesn't scare off chocolate.
8 It’s O.K. to have chocolate at work.
9 You can ask a stranger to have chocolate with you
without getting your face slapped.
10 You don't get hairs in your mouth from chocolate.
11 you don’t need to fake it with chocolate.
12 Chocolate doesn't make you pregnant.
13 You can have chocolate at any time of the month.
14 Good chocolate is easy to find.
15 You can have as many kinds of chocolate as you can
handle.
16 You are never too young or too old to have
chocolate.
17 "If you love me you'll swallow that" has real
meaning with chocolate.
18 When you have chocolate it doesn’t keep the
neighbours awake.
19 Size really doesn't matter, it’s always good.
20 You don’t have to beg to get chocolate.
21 You can have chocolate with children and not go to
jail.
22 Chocolate doesn’t keep you awake yapping after
you’ve had it.
23 You can have chocolate all weekend and still be
able to walk on Monday.
24 It’s easy to find nine inches of chocolate.

.
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Uncle Dunkel’s
Problem Page

Dear Uncle,
My wife doesn’t understand me.
What should I do?
P. Sartist.
Dear P. Sartist,
Try talking to her when you’re sober.
Dear Uncle,
I keep drinking too much beer which
makes me throw up, thus losing all
my scoops. What do you suggest?
Chuck Upp.
Dear Chuck,
This is a very common problem, so you
needn’t feel alone. Try collecting your vomit
in a large carrier bag. When you get home,
you can pass it through a fine-mesh sieve,
then drink it again! Please note, though,
that you won’t be able to count this as a
brewery mix.
Dear Uncle,
I am paranoid about people in
uniforms demanding money from
me. How can I conquer this fear?
D. Zelfan
Dear D. Zelfan,
Buy a ticket. If your problem extends to
uniformed persons who are safely installed
behind glass, try ticket machines.
Dear Uncle,
Whenever I go to beer festivals, I feel
the need to remove my shirt to reveal
a large tattoo of a crucifix. Is there
any hope for me?
X. Hibionist.
Dear X.,
I’m afraid not, we all have our cross to bare.

.
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Dear Uncle,
Whenever I try to talk to people in
pubs or at festivals, they ignore me.
Why?
A. Bore.
Dear Uncle,
At beer festivals, I keep falling asleep
before Blyth Power’s set. What is the
best way to avoid this embarrassing
situation?
S. Nora.
Dear S. Nora,
You really needn’t feel embarrassed about
this, after all, you can’t hear people poking
fun at you when you’re asleep, and the silly
things they balance on your head usually
fall off before you wake up. However, if this
really gets you down, I have a foolproof
solution – stay at home.
Dear Uncle,
I find it very difficult keeping all my
beer
guides,
bottles,
funnel,
notebooks, pens and timetables
together as I never have enough
pockets, and those that I do have are
too small. What on earth can I do? I
really am desperate!
N. Cumberd.
Dear N. Cumberd, Get a grip!
Dear Uncle,
I am a gorgeous 20-year old rollover
lottery jackpot-winner, with a very
generous nature. I need a man to go
scooping with, preferably a scruffy
45-year old pint drinker. Can you
help? Dolly Bird.
Dear Dolly, No, but I know a man who can!

EVEN AFTER TWO TEAMS OF SCIENTISTS, ONE
SWEDISH, THE OTHER CALIFORNIAN, HAD CONCLUSIVELY
PROVED THAT DRINKING WAS BOTH ‘BIG’ AND ‘CLEVER’,
THERE WERE FOUND TO BE NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS. AS
ALWAYS UNCLE TREVOR WAS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT.

From the day of their wedding,

One day, a man walks into a dentist's

Sarah has been nagging her
husband about his past. "Come on
tell me," she asks again, "how many women
have you slept with?"
"Honey,” he says, “if I told you, you'd
just get angry."
"No, I promise I won’t." she begs.
"Well, if you insist. Let's see ... one...
two... three... four.... you... six... seven..."

surgery and asks how much it costs to
extract wisdom teeth.
"Eighty pounds," the dentist says.
"That's a ridiculous amount," the man says.
"Isn't there a cheaper way?"
"Well," the dentist says, "if you don't use an
anaesthetic, I can knock it down to £60."
"That's still too expensive," the man says.
"Okay," says the dentist. "If I save on
electricity and wear and tear on the tools
and simply rip the teeth out with a pair of

pliers, I could get away with charging £20."
"Nope," moans the man, "it's still too much."
"Hmm," says the dentist, scratching his head.
"If I let one of my students on work experience
have a crack, I suppose I could charge a fiver."
"Marvellous," says the man. "Book the wife in
for next Tuesday."

A man drives from Aberdeen
to London for a night out. He
is stopped at the door of a very
posh restaurant by an enormous
bouncer, who tells him he can’t
come in without a tie.
“But I’ve just driven all the way

from Aberdeen!” the man moans. It’s no use,
however – strictly no tie, no entry. So the man
returns to his car and looks for something that
will make do. He finally finds some jump leads
and fashions himself a bootlace-style affair,
then quickly returns to the club.
"Can I come in now?" he asks. The bouncer
looks him up and down and replies, "I suppose
so, but make sure you don't start anything."

“

A very, very drunk man flops onto
a bus seat next to a priest.
His tie is stained, his face is plastered
with lipstick and a half-empty bottle of gin is
sticking out of his trouser pocket. He opens his
newspaper and starts reading, but after a few
minutes turns to the priest, and asks, "Hey,
Father, do you have any idea what causes
arthritis?"

and a few minutes later the priest, feeling guilty
about what he has just said, nudges the man
Yes,” the priest replies sternly. "It’s caused by and apologises to him.
loose living, being with cheap, wicked women, "I'm very sorry,” says the holy man. “I didn't
drinking too much alcohol and having complete mean to come on so strong. It was mean-spirited
contempt for your fellow man."
and inconsiderate of me. How long have you
"Well, I'll be damned," the drunk mutters, and been suffering from arthritis?"
returns to his paper. The bus carries on its way, "I haven’t,” says the drunk. “I was just reading
here that the Pope has."

